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What is Rail Traffic Management?

Deliver a service to the end customer
 train and the staff to operate it           )
 infrastructure from origin to destination )
 accurate information and advice )

Manage access to the infrastructure
 paths for trains
 interaction with other modes (e.g. level crossings)
 engineering access 

Dealing with problems
 deviations from the plan
 unavailability of resources
 Incidents and emergencies.

at the 
advertised 

time



TM using the signalling system

In Europe the signalling system has been the main tool for 
managing train movements

The user interaction at the control centre has evolved...
 levers
 push button panels
 route setting computer workstations
 automatic route setting from the timetable plan
 re-planning tools (train graphs, platform occupation charts)

The means of communication to the train has evolved...
 semaphores and flags
 electric colour lights
 in-cab movement authority



Limitations of the signalling system

The signalling system still only provides limited information 
exchange
 movement authority to the train
 train location via track circuits or axle counters

The other real time channel for communication is voice via radio or 
lineside telephones
 with train crew 
 with engineering staff on the track
 with road users at level crossings

Other information systems process the data from the signalling 
system and compare it with the plan (e.g. TRUST and CCF in UK)



Driver Advisory Systems

DAS Functionality
 Onboard system that provides the 

driver with advice to optimise the 
running of the train

 Aim to run precisely in a planned 
path avoiding early arrival

Benefits
 Energy – reduced consumption 

and carbon emissions
 Capacity – running through 

junctions at higher speed
 Safety – fewer red signal 

approaches



Driver advisory system
- system requirements

Determine a target arrival time at stations and junctions
 to satisfy timetable
 to avoid conflicts.

Calculate an energy efficient speed/distance profile
 starting from the current train location
 to achieve the target arrival times

Monitor the movement of the train and provide information to driver
 to follow the speed/distance profile
 to hit the target arrival times

Identify deviations from the plan
 if possible, recalculate the speed distance profile to get back to target 

arrival times later in the journey



Driver advisory system
- technology

Route and gradient information
 Pre-programmed into an onboard system

Train traction and braking characteristics
 Pre-programmed into the onboard system
 Consist options selected by driver

Timetables and temporary speed restrictions
 Public mobile networks or wifi in a depot

Real time train location and speed
 GNSS/GPS
 Driver interface
 Dedicated screen in the cab
 Mobile device carried by driver



Stand-alone and Connected DAS

S-DAS : Stand alone DAS
 Advice based on pre-planned timetable
 Benefits realised from intelligent use of margin between maximum train 

capability and planned sectional running times
 Significant energy savings when timetable running well
 Good business case for railway undertaking (while fuel price is high)

C-DAS : Connected DAS
 Advice based on timetable with real time updates from the control 

centre taking account of other train movements in the area
 Requires collaboration between the Railway Undertaking and the 

Infrastructure Manager
 Additional capacity/performance/energy benefits, but difficult to 

quantify



Making the connection for C-DAS

RAILWAY 
UNDERTAKING 1

RAILWAY 
UNDERTAKING 2

DAS 
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DAS 
Server

TRAFFIC 
MANAGEMENT

INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGER

SIGNALLING SYSTEM
e.g. ETCS, lineside signals



STATIC DATA
IM > Infrastructure geography > RU

IM > Permanent speed restrictions > RU

QUASI-STATIC DATA
IM > Temporary speed restrictions > RU

IM > Pre-planned schedule > RU
IM > Train consist > RU

IM < Train performance data < RU

DYNAMIC DATA
IM > Train schedule update > RU

IM < Train forecast < RU
IM < Train status < RU

IM < Geospacial location < RU

Data exchange for C-DAS



C-DAS Applications

Lotschberg Tunnel, Switzerland
 Optimising track occupancy on single line tunnel
 ETCS level 2 signalling
 DAS via text messages on ETCS DMI
 Systransis Admirail system at control centre
 Integrated into Thales traffic management system

LKAB, Sweden and Norway
 Heavy haul iron ore railway, single track
 Conventional lineside signalling
 Transrail CATO DAS system
 Limited interface with existing Traffic Management System.



Conclusions

Proven results
 Energy savings from S-DAS on both freight and passenger trains
 Capacity/performance improvement from C-DAS on heavily utilised 

single track sections
Still to demonstrate

 Performance/capacity improvement on complex multiple track areas

UK Digital Railway Vision
 ETCS+TMS+DAS
 Demonstration projects for C-DAS planned

Does the driver still need to be in the loop?
 Same data exchange and architecture can apply to ATO
 ‘Intelligent cruise control’ could be an intermediate step


